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ODJ\Y Grand Opening!!
Center to Open March 25th
Space Available
There are two conference
rooms available for meetings on a
reserve basis. The larger of the
two will accommodate 3545 per
sons, and the smaller 10-15.
These rooms are adjoining areas
and may be used as one room to
accomodate il-60 persons.
Reservations for the private
dining room for luncheon or din
ner may be made through the
Center Director. The dining room
will accommodate a maximum of
50 persons. Arrangements may
also be made for larger groups to
use an area in the Cafeteria for
food service.
The Center will be open, Mon
day through Thursday, 7 :30
A.M.-10:00 P.M. ; Friday, 7:30
A.M.-5:00 P.M. ; and Saturday,
8:30 A.M.-12:l) P.M. Food
,; service will be available from
7:30 A.M.-8:30 P.M., Monday
The fireplace in the adjoining area of the cafeteria has a copper
through Tirnrsday; Friday until
frontpiece .
5:00 P.M. ; and Saturday, 8:30
A.M.-12:30 P.M. Both entrees
and snack facilities will be avail
able in the Center; the Allyn Hall
food facility will serve only sand
wiches and cold snacks plus
beverages, and will operate Mon
day through Friday only.
Everyone is most welcome to
use this new University facility;
please feel free to call the
Director concerning any ques
tions you may have.

Pres. Candidates
Take a Stand
Harzinski

students. (2) Expansion and ren
novation of freshman and new
student orientation programs. (3)
Creation of an ad hoc committee
of students to initiate a single
uniform registration procedure.
(4) Expansion of book exchange
to a complete used books'
facility. (5) Extension of tutorial
services so that all students may
participate.
I ask for your views and your
support during the campaign. It's
time to move ahe.ad.

At this time I would like to
announce my candidacy for stu
dent body president. Because I
feel that every candidate should
demonstrate some proficiency in
public activities, I submit the
following qualifications for of
fice: (1) Member of student
council-George Washington Univ.,
(2) Varsity debate team-George
Wash. Univ., (3) WSU Senate
LARRY HARZINSKI
Welfare Cont, (4) C.A.S.E. co
ordinator-WSU., (5) 3.5 accum.WSU. (6) Phi Eta Tau.
Junior-Arts College
Past achievements, however,
In the interest of stirring stu
are of only secondary importance
Anyone wishing to reserve
in comparison to the candidate's dent body interest in the forth
areas in the University Center
program for the future. Regard- corning student body presidential
may do so by contacting Eliza
ing that program, I would first election, I have declared my can
beth Dixon, University Center
like to state my philosophy con- didacy early' with the hope thl!t
j Director, Ext. 787 (after March
cerning the presidency· That more people will be involved in
25, Ext. 523).
View. of Cafeteria serving lines in Center.
philosophy is that the president this years election. My platform
must maintain a continuous rap- is as follows:
port with the members of the I. Call a student Constitutional
~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1!1!!1!1--...-~------~
student body. Whatever a candi- Convention (1 member from
date may propose or actually each campus organization and 1
Ribbon cutting ceremonies for
carry out when elected is ir- from each student senate conthe opening of the Student Cen
relevant if the student body is stituancy), and using the docu
ter will be held on March 25 at
left unaware of the program. The ment now composited as a base,
responsibility of educating the draw up an up-to-date constitu
12:45. The ribbon will be cut by
students lies with the elected tion, and submit it to the stu
Pam Lewis, chairman f the Stu
represen tatives. Therefore , I dent body for approval. In no
dent Center Board. Dr. and Mrs.
would, if elected, create an ex- case should we let another full
Golding will be present with . the
tensive communications network year pass without "legalizing"
Board of Trustees and other Uni
through which students could our student government. Also, in
versity personnel. All students
become better. informe~ an~ no way should the document be
are welcome.
could more easily transmit theu hand-written by only one of two
In an interview with the
GUARDIAN , Mrs. Dixon, man
. .
. individuals, but should be the
views to me.
ager of the Student Center , em
Sec~ n d l Y w 1th 1n this work of a representative sampling
philosophy I interu:l to encourage of the student body.
phasized her advisory role to the
Center. Mrs. Dixon said that the
greater studen~ participat~o~ in
(1) Less student government
all areas regard1~g the admm1stracontrol in setting up stu
Board will be responsible for the
"' tive and educational processes of
dent committees.
policies of the building. She also
stated that the present board is
this university·
(2) More emphasis on stu
dent participation on
temporary. More students are
Therefore I propose the .f~l' · lowing initial program: ( 1) lmbaAcademic Council and its
needed to help out. Mrs. Dixon
t d'
·tt
To
tion of a professor rating system
extends an invitation to the stu
bs an mt~ cormru ees.
to be carried out by the students
The cafeteria is decorated in green, gold and orange. The tables
dent body to come out and
e ac ive1y involved · in
. -~
__
and to be made available to all
are a wood grain .
enjoy the Student Center.
Contmu.w It ,,_- 3

Mike Smilak

Opening Ceremonies

i
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Dr. Dupre

.The Guafdian
Opinion

Requests
Hearing

Senate Receives Award
The GUARDIAN is striving
for cooperation with the Student
Senate. Our back is broken from
too much bending - over back
wards - so far all that we have
received is lip service, and a here·
today - gone tomorrow liaison.
What the hell is the "Senator"
doing? We saw the advertisement
stating that an editor was need
ed. THE GUARDIAN has repeat
edly offered the Senate as much
room as they require ·to com
. municate with the student body.
We have already devoted much
(Unbiased) space, to the Senate in

past editions. (Such things ~a~
we could dig up with the mm1
mal amount of help we received
from the "Ha! Ha!'', Senators.)
On the advertisement for the ·
editor of the "Senator" (a direct
attempt to subvert the purpose
of The GUARDIAN) it states to
contact Doug · Boyd, Pan Lewis,
Madonna Gauvey, Shelia Lykins,
and Steve Hammons; if you are
interested. I hereby award these
five people the "anti-cooperative
and of slight benefit to the stu
dent body" award.

·········:·····:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:":.-;:.:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:;:.:=:=:~::: ::~:~:~:~:~~: ::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::

................. ························ ······. ... .... ... .

the children go should be ex

SHUT UP!

panded so as to accomodate the
people who belong there.
·

The noise situation in the
library reflects upon the calibre
of the entire student body at
WSU. The students at WSU need
to grow up a little. While study
ing in the library for exams I
found it impossible to concen
trate because of the boys on my
left who were discussing the rela. .
tive merits of their cars. Across
from me two girls argued about ·
boys! Where do these people get
off! ! ! At Ohio State in the
undergraduate library 400 people
study in one large room and you
can hear a pin drop. What is Join the "Silencers". Cut out
wrong with the (student?) here? this button and wear it in the
The section in our library where library ·

Dear Dave,
I wish to formally charge
Dean Robert T. Conley and Dr.
Carl C. Maneri with conspiring to
deprive me of my academic free
dom. I also wish to include as
accomplices to this conspiricy
the members of the Mathematics
Department, the degree of guilt
not being uniform.
I charge Dr. Carl C. Maneri
with
1) violating his professional
ethics by using his post as
Chairman of the Department
of Mathematics in order to
prevent a class cf prospective
high school teachers from be
ing exposed to my dissenting
opinions about the scope and
nature of mathematics, thus
depriving me of my academic
freedom to freely express my
opinions with no danger of
reprisal ;
2) violating his professional
ethics by using his post as
Chairman of the Department
of Mathematics to attempt to
influence my grading pro
cedure, thus depriving me of
my academic freedom to
grade my students fairly ;
3) violating his professional
ethics by using his post as
Chairman of the Department
gardless of age, will have to pay
of Mathematics to attempt to
full fare and the half-fare cards
influence my area of mathe
which you now hold will be
matical research, thus depriv
worthless.
ing me of my academic free 
We feel that if your readers
dom to pursue mathematical
were fully a.ware of the situation,
research in the field of my
they and their parents would
choosing;
want t do something about it.
professional
Th~ best thing to be done at this 4) violating his
ethics by using his post as
point is to send us letters of
Chairman of the Department
protest at the cancellation of the
of Mathematics to attempt to
half-fare program. We will make
unduly influence the daily
sure they are forwarded to Con
content of my courses, thus
gress, the CAB or wherever they
depriving me of my academic
will do the most good.
freedom to teach and plan
If you have any further ideas
my courses conscientiously as
on things we can do , or on ways
I best see fit;
in which we can help, please let
5) violating his professional eth
us know.
ics by using his post as Chair·
Time is _of the essence!
man of the Department of
Very best regards,
Mathematics to harass and
Cortes W. Randell
intimidate me into relin
quishing the above men
tioned freedoms voluntarily.
I
wish to charge Dr. Robert T.
of them being a former bluebird
Conley with
strangler."
1) violating his professional eth·
"You've read it?"
ics by using his office of
"Yeah. It's wild. It reads like
Dean of the Division of
a zany composite of 'Candy,'
Science and Engineering to
'The Old Man and the Sea' and
attempt to influence my
'Don Quixote.' "
daily course content, thus
"If I bought it, could I take it
violating my academic free
home to mother?"
dom to organize my course
"I don't know about that, lut
as I best see fit;
I showed it to my father and he 2) overstepping his authority as
quit his law practice and moved
th
o·1V1s1on
· · of
Dean of
e
to Algeria. Kept mumbling some
Science and Engineering by
thing about truth, beauty and his
attempting to enforce a rule
destiny as a Great Camel
pertaining to stud ent
Hunter."
academic freedom, thus de
"Gee. I think 111 buy a copy
priving me of mine;
and
put it on President Golding's _ _ _ _ _ _
continu
desk."
_ _ed__Paqe
.....,_
3

Lettan To The Editor
HELP !
Dear Editor:
The way things are going, you
and your readers are about to
lose their privilege to fly at half
fare.
For some reason, practically
no one in the country felt con
cerned enough about it to file a
brief with the CAB on behalf of
the students who are the users of
the cards. NSMC was the first to
- intervene, followed only by the
NSA and the Campus Americans
for Democratic Action.
We cannot, however, win the
fight alone. We need your help.
Hearings before the CAB are on
March 12, 1969. If we are not
successful, everyone of you, re

'.'The Old Man and the Sea"
(Editor's r.zote: The authors of
the book discussed below asked
us if we would like to review
their book in the Guardian. We
said we'd like to if we weren 't so
understaffed and overworked, so
we invited them to write their
own review. Here it is?)
THE GUARDIAN
THE GUARDIAN is published bi -monthly by Wright State Univer
sity . The opinions expressed herein are those of the editorial board
and do not necessarily reflect the attitudes or opinions of the
faculty or administration .
THE GUARDIAN is a member of the inter-collegiate press and the
National Educational Advertising Services. For advertising in
formation call 426-6650 ext 538 .
THE GUARDIAN offices are located in room 458 W Millett Hall .
Editor .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. ... .. .. . . . . . .. Charles Cornett
Managing Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . Mickie Cook
Business Manager . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dave Eichelberger
Cartoonist .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . ... . . Leonard Fornalik
Sports Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .Bob Arnold
Photographer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Charles Cornett
Staff Manager .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. Bob Broo k shire

l . . Staff
. ._ ..

"Say, do you like Ernest
Hemingway's stuff?"
"Yeah, why?"
'
"Well, I think he's just pub
lished a sequel to 'The Old Man
and the Sea.' I hear it's a nifty
story about an old degenerate
who hunts camels in the Sahara
and - - "
" No, m,an , you're thinking of
'The Old Man and the Desert,'
and Hemingway didn't write it."
"Oh. Who wrote it?"
"Three guys from Dayton. I
can't recall their names but I do
remember something about one

··J·o·n_
·~r·a~~l~o·n_
: ~·a~_
t·y-~a~::'. _
~~;;;:;:~:.~~;d~~~~~:~;- THIS
I

,

across the parking lot yesterday
"Good idea.
gave morn
my and he said you can also get one
biology prof a copy this
at Wilkies, the U.D. bookstore,
ing."
or from any wino in the vicinity
"Where can I luy it?"
"I got mine from the CODE of Fifth and Wayne."
"Thank you."
table in Allyn Hall, but I ran
"Thank you."
into some guy chasing a bluebird

NEWSPAPER IS RATED "R''

-
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(Continued from pa.ge 2)

Mr. DuPre
3) violating his professional eth
ics by deliberately misstating .
the facts of my case in a
letteJ to the faculty of
Science and Engineering on
February 27, 1969, facts of
which he was intimately
aware.
J wish to charge Dr. Robert T.
Conley and Dr. Carl C. Maneri
with conspiring to send spies into
my classroom for the purpose of
conducting a secret investigation,
thus violating their professional
ethics and my academic freedom
to speak freely in class.
I wish to charge the Executive
Committee of the Department of
Mathematics, which includes
Dr.'s Maneri, Coppage, Shaeffer,
Sachs, and Haber, with conspir
ing to send spies into my class
room for the purpose of con
ducting a secret investigation,
thus violating their professional
ethics as a committee and indi
vidually and my academic free-

dom to speak in my classroom
without fear of reprisal.
I wish to charge twelve mem
bers of the Department of
Mathematics with conspiring to
remove me from the classroom
for the purpose of violating my
academic freedom to express my
professional opinions in class.
I request a formal public hear
ing in order that these charges be
brought into the open, and in
order that all concerned, includ
ing myself, be accorded justice.
I request that this request be
brought up by you at the
Academic Council Meeting on
Wednesday March 12, 1969.
Thank you for your kind con
sideration.

Ed Ames Writes

Ifyou let nature
take its course
you may fail yours.
You were supposed to cram for
calculus tonight , but somehow 35-24-35
looked more appealing than the
derivative of x3 •
And now it 's 1 a.rn. And nature can
play some pretty mea.n tricks on a guy
at 1 a.m.
Relax, take a couple of NoDoz@

and stop relaxing.
NoDoz has the strongest stimulant
you can buy without a prescription .
And it's not habit forming.
NoDoz will help you resist

~~~r: , ~~ 11~a~!~dn~i~~~~::~ .
out to a soft warm one .

I( ''····.·

Sincerely,
AM. DuPre'
Assistant Professor
Department of Mathematics
Wright State University

GUARDIAN

Brown, and Sheila Davis, the
writer of "Who Will Answer?"
Her new song, "Changing, Chang
I would like to begin by ing," has excited so much inter
thanking you for .honorifig me as est in the album that it has been
one of the top three recording released as a single record, and
we hope that . the comment it
artists in colleges for 1968.
We have begun 1969 by re makes on our society today is
leasing an album and a single heard far and wide.
If you would like to receive a
which we feel have a great deal
of significance for all concerned promotional copy of "Changing,
and thiriking people in the coun Changing," please let us know
try today. The album is called, and we will do our best to
"A Time for Living, A Time for provide you with it. We would
Hope," and, as the title implies, be interested to hear your
the keynote is a hopeful look at opinions m same.
Have a good year and please
the future. The album features
SI'J:ILACK •• continued from pagei
songs by some of the best con let us hear from you.
aecision making, students
temporary writers in the music
All best wishes,
must be involved with
field, such as Gordon Lightfoot,
Ed Ames
this council.
Paul Simon, Pete Seeger, Earl
(3) Decentralizing Student
• would be a much better place for
Government, with the
his insipid moral and political
committee appointing
comments. Besides, if he waited
and general functional au
Dear Editor,
long enough a long-haired queer
thority of the student
About your cartoonist. Can't
bait pinko punk commie dope
government
taken from
you keep him locked in your
the student body presi
office? The one decorated with fiend pervert might come in· to
dent and given to the
Nazi storm trooper drawings? Do take a leak and Leonard could
student senate, but
you have to let Mr. Fornalik out stomp a weird for Jeezus.
should be non-voting, and
to write "Wallace in '72" all over
the senate should be
David
Lynn
Bowers
the campus? The rest room walls
chaired by a member of
the senate chosen from
that body.
(4) Create a a student
.Judiciary function, which
could be charged with
handling all student body
disciplinary matters.
II. Not discourage, but rather
encourage student participation
in the academic community, by:
(1) Making student govern
ment an overt and notice
able function, accessable
to
all
students, (3)
by: I. Full · Publicity of
all general governing
body and committee
meetings, allowing
general floor partici
pation .
2. A functioning infor
mation table manned
by live, pulsating stu
dent government rep
resentatives. Have you
ever tried to talk to a
bulletin board?
(2) Give students the oppor
tunity to share in the
collective decisions of the
university. The faculty
shouldn't expect respons
For your own Think Drink Mug, send 75C and your name and address to:
·· · .
.
Think Drink Mug, Dept. N, P.O. Box 559, New York, N.Y. 10046. The International Coffee Or11an1zat1on .
ible students unless they

Dear Guardian Editor
and Staff:

Lock Up Leo!

Your Psychology
professor lives
with his mother?

Think it ove~ over coffee.

TheThink Drink. .·

semblies to present
and discuss pertinent
and relevant events
and issues.
6. Have money available
to be used by the
student body as it
sees fit.
7. Encourage students to
·ask more whys.
8. Encourage and publi
cize more university
community oriented
programs. We've got
to educate the com
munity as well as our
selves.
9. Student authority,
only , over any and all
student publications,
the faculty serving as
advisors only.
I will work within the univer
sity structure, but I will not limit
myself to same. If no active
understanding and support is .
forthcoming as regards the stu
dents active role in the university
community, I would, unfailingly,
use extrachannel means (publici
ty) to arouse support and sym
pathy for the students. Under
standing is an important step,
but I feel that the students must
have more than an . opportunity
to understand. They must also be
given the opportunity to partici
pate.
I'm hoping my early candi
dacy will encourage others to
run. Ripley 's Believe It Or Not
would have feasted on last years
election results: One candidate
for student body president and
only 162 votes cast. I heartily
extend an invitation to any and
all other candidates to meet
them at any public gathering and
exchange
ideas.
5. Hold regularly sched
MIKE SMILACK
uled student body as-

give students the oppor
tunity to make decisions
and be responsible. I will:
1. Push for student rep
resentation on the
Board of Trustees.
2. Implement fair repre
sentative student par
ticipation in academic
council and its func
tioning committees.
3. Ask for regular, well
publicized meetings
of the . students and
administration .
4. Make students a part
of the budgetary
process of the univer
sity.
5. Encourage a more
realistic scholarship
and general aid pro
gramt
6. Give the student
body the right to de
termine if its student
government repre
sentatives will be
paid .
Generally encourage dif
ferences and dialogue,
by:
I . Encouraging diverse
campus organizations.
2. Striving towards a
more realistic intra
mural program.
3. Encourage more fac
ulty run technical
programs, as well as
more student-faculty
eye-to-eye programs.
4. Have a mailbox for
each campus organiza
tion , and make an at
tempt to secure office
space for same.

Mareh 25, 196~

''Violerice, in America''
T1w:·AmeTican·Political Scene
A .look ·at the American politi- he came to this country eight
. cal scene through the .eyes of years ago. ·He has put these to
two phenomenally talented men, good use in the book, his first.
·both born across the Atlantic',
· .De Tocqueville's frequently
·one.. of them over a century ago, quoted commentaries on the
will be. encompassed in a new · . American struggle to create a
. and timely book V.IOLENCE IN workable deqiocracy are amaz
AMERICA, slated for publication · ingly apt, even after the many
April 15, 1969 by Acropolis years have passed ·since his ob
Boo~s, Washington, D.C.
.
servations on this country were
, Combining . the wittily acia either stated or appeared ln h.is
·pen of Spanish . cartoonist, book, ·"Democracy In America."
· _.Joaquin de Alba,: with the biting . ·His .comments on Russia a,rid
and amazingly- apf commentary .America .and . nrt civil disorder
made over a hundred· years ago w·ere both , profound and
·. by Frenchman, Alexis de . prophetic and serve to put the .
Tocqueville creates a volume.pro.- · cartoons in. the .proper histGl):ical
·~ yiding a ra~e treat for the reader.:.
perspective - an honor rarely
. observer of the American way of accorded this art form.
·· life.
VIOLENCE IN .AMERICA
The artist, former official car . promises to be a rare combina
toonist in Franco's Spain, where· t~on of incisive insight, coupled
he acquired skill and insight into with perceptive .objectivity , add
political subleties, l;Hought a skill
ing J!P to an intellectual delight.
ed hand and a trained eye when

BOOK EXCHANGE

24th. 31st .•. ,ARA._
9:3.0 -4:00
6:30-.·.8 :00
. 31st-.Aprir 4th _·...
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MUST BE PICKED UP OR THEY WIU BECOME.
THE PROPERTY OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT!

• Protest?

l~

•'•'
•'•'

ALL MONEY AND LEFT bVER BOOKS

• •
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• • •
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From "DE TOCQUEVILLE' S AMERI CA REVISITED:"
A Graphic Commentary by Joaquin de A lba
published .by ACROPOLIS BOOKS, WASHINGTON, D. C. 20009
(cloth $6.95; pape r $3.95) Copyright 1969 by de Alba

INTRA-GREEK COUNCIL
CALENDAR OF EVENTS

. ·At ·irrepressible Queens Col disappointed that he had not
March 28 . ... Sigma Tau ,
lege in New York City last week, been invited to pair:ticipa:te:
a group of students calling them
At the Upiv,ersfty ·of Wjscon$in Eisilon Clo~ed Pa,rty.
April. 5 ... Beta Phi Omega_
selves Irish Revolutiona·ries Inter in Madison, gro\ip·, of studen,ts
ested in ·Scholastic Help (IRISH) pre:~ented demands last weeJ<. Car Wash & Theta Defta· ].>hi
issued · a set of demands to the from the '~homophil'M of Madi Event.
April · 11 .. . .Beta Phi Omega
college, then took over a building son," ·requesting establishment of
.which. houses broom closets and a homosexual studies depart dance - open. ·
April 13 ... Beta Phi Omega
storage .rooms of brnken equip ment, institution of ''gay" social
race - closed.
canoe
ment, as· well as other things.
events, and· demanding that stu
April 19 ... Phi Theta Omega
Their demands included incep dents be taught the "truth"
tion of an exchange program about Shakespeare and all those Banquet - Closed.
April 26 ... Sigma Tau
with the University of Dublin, others students read about in
Epsilon dance - open.
St. Patrick's Day as a legal holi college.
day, and ·immediate acceptance
of 200 deserving under-privileged
and grateful Irish students .
They also demanded a Michael
J. Quill Memorial Irish Studies
Program, to include the history,
literature, language, beverage. and
other aspects of the IriSh tradi
tion. (Michael J. Quill was head
of the transit workers' union in
New York City, and showed his
·flner Irish qualities during their
periodic strikes.)
While holding the , building,
the Irish Coalition sang Irish .
rebel songs and assorted Irish
STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP EARNING PR.OGRAM
music. Much of the Irish national
AVAILABLE .FOR FULL-TIME Sl)MMER EMPLOYERS
beverage was consumed. Hostages
were taken and forced to con
MUST BE ABLE TO START IMMEDIATELY
sume Irish cake, coffee and beer.
FOR APPOINTENT -:- CALL
The Irish flag was posted in front
of the building, which was re~
named the "Irish Studies Build
ing.'
Queens president Joseph
REGARDLESS OF PREVIOUS WORK EXPERIENCE
McMurray's only comment on
;. ~the protest · was . that .he was . .

a·LOOD DONORS
Cash Paid .•. ••
. $10.00

a

·'·.students

•••

Now and for Summer .
Now Hiring ·• •. • 
FULL AN_
D PART-TIME

POSITION OPENINGS

MISS .SALLY LEWIS
228-1.571

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK •
. Paren~I Consent Necessary -

Must' Be 18

DAYTON BIOLOGICAL. INCORP.
.1~5

E. Helena

wild, raucous ~wirl of sound
bashes the listener with raw emo 
tion . Mayall's fierce and some
B y BOB BROOKSHIRE
what aloof personality is dupli
Guardia.n Staff Writer
cated in his amazing piano style.
Mick Taylor.'s flowing lead guitar
"Blues From Laurel Canyon" complements perfectly Maya!I's
is the latest bag of tricks from biting harp and guitar.
· "Rhinocerous," the West
John Mayall. It's probably the
most interesting album M3sall CoasJ group who turned out
has ever turned out. The many "Apricot Brandy," will . be ap
different forms that the blues p'earing at the Black Dome in
can be played in are presented in · Cincinnati over Easter weekend.
a lyrical, melodious style. \Jn- ' Janis Joplin and· her new group
forttinateiy, Mayall has been this will be appearing in Columbus
route before. His last album was one of these days, too.
similar to this. The unusual
If you like good jazz, listen to
poetic style of the new album WHAM, 1180 AM, starting at
makes the difference, however. about 11 :00. The program is
The words are a chronicle of Artists in the Night and it is
Mayall's recent trip to California. really great. The DJ is a welcome
Presented in a bold, freewheeling relief from the inane screamings
style, ·Mayall's lyrics weave of local jocks. The . station
images of one person's days and operates from Rochester, New
nigh~s in the canyons and cities York and is pretty hard to get,
surrounding Los Angeles.
but at that hour of the night the
Mayall in. person is a com- reception is usually all right.
pletely different trip. While his
albums are soulful, soft and tune
USE THE
ful, his club appearan~es can best
CLASSIFIEDS!
be described as anarchistic. A
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Hetllingway?..-----------------------------------
REVIEW OF THE OLD MAN
AND THE DESERT
By BOB B ROOKSHIRE
GUARDIAN STAFF WRITER

Every student in the United
States will come upon The Old
Man and the Sea as required
reading in probably twenty to
thirty courses in his academic
career. Bill Wissman, Frank
Corey and John Roberts · got so
completely fed up with this
masterpiece of American litera
ture that they decided to do
something about it. After check
ing on the feasibility of burning
all the existing copies and finding
it a little too difficult, these
ambitious young men decided to
parody the book in hopes of
ruining its reputation and gaining
fame and fortune in the process.
The Old Man and the Desert
is a significant literary achieve
ment, maybe. Shel Silverstein
laughed so hard when he read it,
he nearly fell off of his bar stool,
according to Bill. So far, how
ever, the fame and fortune these
aspiring Nobel laureates are after
is slow in coming. They urge
everyone who has been subjected
to Hemingway to retaliate by
purchasing their book. It is avail
able at Wilke's News, U.D., and
the CODE table in Allyn Hall.

on Tuesday, March 25, at 12:45 PM the new University Center will be dedicated and officially opened. With the opening of
new dining facilities in the Center some slight changes in hours and use of dining facilities are necessary. A complete schedule
follows, which also indicates special hours during finals and the break between quarters.

Basically, the cafeteria in the University Center will offer a wider selection and faster service than was possible in Allyn Hall.
The existing cafeteria in Allyn Hall will serve only cold sandwiches and snacks, plus a complete assortment of beverages. Card
playing will be limited to this area, rather than in the University Center.
The canteen in Millett Hall will be closed permanently as of 10:00 PM, March 17th.
University
Center
Open

I.

Saturday
Monday - Friday
Saturday

3/15
3/17 - 3/21
3/22

II.

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

3/24
3/25
3/26
3/27
3/28
3/29

Monday - Thursday
Friday
Saturday

3/31 - 4/3
4/4
4/5

III.

Allyn Hall
Cafeteria

Univ. Center
Cafeteria

Close

Open

Open Close
8:00AM 3:30PM
8:00AM 5:00PM
8:30AM 12.30PM

Close ,

*
12:45PM lO:OOPM
7:30AM lO:OOPM
7:30AM lO:OOPM
5:00PM
7:30AM
8:30AM 12:30PM

12:45PM 8:30PM
7:30AM 8:30PM
7:30AM 8:30PM
7:30AM 5:00PM
8:30AM 12:30PM

lO:OOPM
5:00PM
12:30PM

7:30AM 8:30PM
7:30AM 5:00PM
8:30AM 12:30PM

7:30AM
7:30AM
8:30AM

8: 00AM
7:30AM
8: 00AM
8:00AM
8:00AM

8:30PM
8:30PM
8:30PM
8:30PM·
5:00PM

8:00AM
8:00AM

8:30PM
5:00PM

ALL FACILITIES CLOSED SUNDAYS
THE SCHEDULE SHOWN IN CATEGORY III WILL BE THE REGULAR HOURS UNTIL DEMAND INDICATES A NEED
FOR CHANGE.

* On Monday, March 24th, limited food service will be available in Allyn Hall for the faculty and staff working on
registration. The space available will not be sufficient to handle the registering students, and since the canteen will be closed, it
is suggested that these registrants make other arrangements for meals on this day.

War toys are not the only
things that do not foster creative
play for children, according to
the pamphlet.
Jean-Luc Godard and explain ,
Consumer-making toys such as
By GUY MENDES
The KENTUCKY KERNEL
the Barbie dolls do little other
"Kids, this is only a movie."
than promote the idea that you
Until the model car boom of
are "worth what things you own .
A well-aimed mud clod heaved the late 'fifties, the main genre
from across the backyard easily of kits offered by hobby sh ops
not what you are ; they shift the
had the capabilities of wiping out was military. Boats, planes
emphasis from what you can
a third of your troops , but what tanks, troop carriers , heavy artil
accomplish to what you can ac·
MEMBER FEDERAL
MEMBER
lery and · the like.
the hell?
cumulate."
DEPOSIT INSURANCE
FEDERA~ RESERVE
Toys other than just the para
At the most, the slain warriors
As for sports - "Intense com
CORPORATION
SYSTEM
will spend a couple of hours in a military types could also be
petition nurtures the destructive
pile off to the side somewhere in classified as war toys. Cowboy
principle of side versus side.
sick bay. Then they were back, (and Indian) guns do not exactly
Learning to cooperate is a more
Phone 878-8681
deployed behind the azaleas, represent the harmonic natures
critical need in our war-stricken
quite ready to have another go at of man.
world, and hence, sports are crea
Super-thin rationalizations be
the kid next door's mercenaries.
tive only up to the pomt where
of
children
that
percept10n
first toy, The No War Toys Book
Needless to say, plastic ing what they are today, Matty
score becomes as important as
for Young Writers and Illustra view of the world as it is seen
soldiers never die.
Mattel might even argue that a
the playing."
for the first time.
tors, was released last fall.
And that is exactly what child's imagination is stimulated
Most of the war toys of my
Under each drawing is ample
makes war toys frightening; their when he must use a Winchester
The book is divided in two,
childhood
were relatively simple;
space . for the child to fill in his
ability to destroy the credibility single-shot during a guerrilla-style one half being titled "Illustrated own story line, about flowers, you pulled the trigger and a cap
of death is not one which should maneuver on an overgrown lot. by several children and written lobsters, houses, monsters , would release its tiny crack. We
be passed over lightly. This credi
No War Toys, Inc., a Cali
by..." After filling in his name, Indians or anything he sees in have advanced since then. One
rifle can make at least nine dif
bility destruction is not hard to fornia-based organization, is seek
the child finds 17 full-color the drawings.
grasp when you realize that very ing better ways of stimulating a drawings, all done by children.
The child adds the images ferent noises, another one - a
few of those buddies you child's imagination, without de
Well reproduced , the drawings conjured up the provided story space model - is for killing
straying
the
reality
peppered
down
in
combat
ever
express
that
naive
of
death.
Its
lines, and it all comes from in people we haven't even dis
fail ed to get back up. Very few _ ..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..._ _beautifully
_ _ _ _ __
__
__
_
covered yet.
side his little head.
indeed, and in reality, death is
But for all of our advance
No War Toys cites its long
just not that kind.
range purpose as being "to help ment, we have yet to make guns
What with the toxic influence
build a generation dedicated to creative. And we never will. They
of such playthings_ as Bulldog
creative pursuits; to help estab will remain part of the subtle lie
tanks and Shoot 'Em Shells, it
perpetrated by all war toys and
lish an enduring peace."
might prove difficult for those
Says a pamphlet that accom play killing.
post-w a r baby-boomers now
The No War Toys Book for
panies the first toy, "Though it
heading to Vietnam to concept
is well accepted that adult atti Young Writers . and Illustrators is
ualize their enemy as being any
t ud es and personalities are the beginning of what hopes to
thing but life-sized , hand-painted ,
formed mainly in childhood , no be a continuing attemp t to ex
Record lectures and class materioJ on the Dynaphonics cassette recorder tor
rough-around-the-edges, uniposi
playback at your convenience and review. Worldwide standa rd cassettes, in
company has connected toys to pose that lie, to make children
expensive, snap-in loading.
tioned , lifeless forms that are
the latter reality and purposely realize "killing is permanent; you
•ull feature model with tone control, remote operation control, omni-directional
nolded somewhere north of the
mic rophone earphone, telephone pickup, radio and hi-fi patchcord, keyboard
set about to improve the society can't get up and go home after
controls, VU meter, large speaker. Provision tor optional AC converter, auto
DMZ.
wards."
through its toys."
converter, footpedal, external speaker, etc.
Post-war babies grew up not
only with an excess of war toys ,
Special Student Price
but also with the abundant
Retails for $60
•
O Send me the recorder. I enclose check or money order for $39.95 plus $1.60
psychological accompaniinent of
Ohio sales tax, total $41 .55. You will pay postage.
OVER 2,000 PAPERBACK TITLES
war movies and models which
O Send C.O.D. I will pay postman for recorder plus tax, postage and C.O.D.
LARGE SELECTION MAGAZINES
helped foster the lie that death is
charges.
Foreign Language Dlctlonarln
not permanent.
Required ClaAlca for School
MAME ..... . . . .. . .. . ...... . ....... . . . . . · ..... .. . ·· . . ...... · ... ·····
Cliff Notes
Audie Murphy might have
Open 'tll 1o, 7 Daya a Week
ADDRESS · ··· · ················ .. ··············· · ··· · ·· ········ · · · ··
dived into a Jap pillbox with a
live grenade one week , but two
·· ····· · · ·· ··· · ··· · . . . . ........... . .. . . . . ... . . ........... .
weeks later he was back at the
SEND TO:
124 N. Broad
Fairborn
neighborhood theaters for more
"Fairborn'• Reading Headquarters''
of the same . And not once dur
Dayton,
Oh
io
45429
2975 Far Hills
ing his films did he- pause a la

War Toys Shot Down

Fint National Bank
FAIRBORN, OHIO

AR.E YOU
MIS.SING· HALF
THE LECTURE?

$ 39 9 5

DYNAPHONIC, Inc.

BO·OK'S

NEWS-READERS

.
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Godfrey Cambridge, Alan king
Jack Warden, Jessica .Walter'
,, Phyllis Newman , Joseph Wise~
man, Sorrel Booke and Zohra
Lampert.
''America America," Elia
A product of the Royal
Kazan s critically acclaimed
Academy of Dramatic Art in
masterpiece of the background to
London, David auditioned for
American . immigration , with a
the Royal Shakespeare Company
Kazan discovery, Stathis Gi~lelis
and in the middle of his reading
as the youth who determines t~
. ~' dried out," as he puts it, and ·
reach the land of his dreams.
wasn't offered the part. Second
"Petulia," Richard Lester's
chances do happen and in 1963
pictorial dissection of con
he auditioned again -and was im
temporary American life, starring
mediately accepted.
Julie Christie, George C. Scott,
Richard Chamberlain, Joseph
His performance in Peter
Cotten, Arthur Hill and Shirley
Hall's controversial production of
Knight.
Hamlet" caused one well known
' ·Diabolique," Henri-Georges
London critic to write, " . ..One
Clouzot's classic thriller, a proto
of the most interesting young
type in its genre, with Simone
actors of the decade ."
Signoret Vera Clouzot and Paul
William Hutt, considered one
Meurisse.
of the best acting talents to
"Fanny," starring Leslie Car
emerge from the Canadian prov
ron, Maurice Chevalier, Charles
inces, is a well-known figure at
Boyer and Horst Buchholz in
the famed Stratford, Ontario
Joshua Logan's beautifully filmed
Shakespeare Company. It was
adaptation of the Marcel Pagnol
while he was appearing with Al.an
trilogy.
Bates in "Richard III" last sum
"Term of Trial ,'' starring
mer that he caught the eye of
Laurence Olivier, Simone
director John FrankenJ::ieimer's
Signoret, Hugh Griffith, Terence
scouts and was subsequently
Stamp and Sarah Miles in Peter
asked to play the important role
Glenville's incisive film, a Venice
(David
Opatoshu)
fits
a
newly-made
jacket
onto
Yakov
Latke
of Czar Nicholas II in MGM's
Film Festival award-winner.
(Alan
Bates).
"The Fixer."
"The Rising of the Moon,"
John Ford's trilogy of Irish
Following completion of his
stories by Frank O'Connor,
role in "The Fixer," Hutt return
Martin J. McHugh · and Lady
ed to New York for the Lincoln
Gregory, with a cast of Abbey
Center production _of "St. Joan."
Theatre players . . ·
"The Fixer,'' which was writ
"Othello," a performance of
ten for the screen by Dalton
the National Theatre of Great
Trumbo, is the story of an inno
Warner Bros.-Seven Arts, one outstanding examples of signifi- Britain with Laurence Olivier in
cent who. unwittingly becomes a
of
the world's foremost motion cant cinematic expression. Now the title role , Maggie Smith as
symbol of suffering for the poor
Warner Bros.-Seven Arts has Desdemona and Frank Finlay as'
picture producers and distrib
and harassed of all ages.
utors with nearly half a century made available 16mm prints of a Iago.
It is a blueprint for everyman of outstanding films to its credit, selected group ·of films that have
"Stop the World, I Want to
who has · been the victim of is offering college audiences its been acclaimed, each in its own - Get Off! ," with Tony Tanner
ignorance , prejudice and other first "16mm Fil Gallery," there
way, as major screen achieve- and Millicent Martin in the
men's inhumanity . Though it by providing the entire academic ments. Students and others in Anthony Newley-Leslie Bricusse
took place · in Russia more than community with an important the academic community also musical.
fifty years ago ... the theme of new cinema source.
may look forward to the expand"La Boheme ," starring the
injustice is applicable today or
In announcing its entry into ed utilization of Warner Bros.- sensational Mirella Freni and
anytime.
the 16mm field, the company Seven Arts as a film source, as Gianni Raimondi in Franco
Shakespeare who wrote that declared: "Through the years, additional motion pictures join Zeffirelli's film of the Puccini
"All the World is a Stage" might motion picture makers at Warner our 16rnm F~ Gallery·"
opera, performed by the La Scala
very well approve of his quartet's Bros.-Seven Arts have produced a
Included m the W~rner Bros.- Opera Company, with Herbert
newest vehicle.
great -many truly meaningful Seven Ar~s 16m~ Fil.m Gallery von Karajan conducting.
"The Mikado " the Gilbert
films - films recognized today as are 16 maJor motion pictures:
John Huston's "Reflections in and Sullivan work performed by
a Golden Eye,'' starring Elizabeth the D'Oyly Cart; Opera Com·
Tylor, Marlon Brando, Julie pany.
Harris and Brian Keith in the
In addition, the 16mm Film
screen version of Carson McCul Galleryincludes the Charlie Chan
lers' novel.
Series of four full-length features,
"The Birds, the Bees and the five popular Road Runner car·
Italians," the · 1966 Grand Prize toons and three other short sub
winner at Cannes, from Pietro jects, "Sky Over Holland," "Nor
Germi, of "Divorce Italian Style" man Normal" and "The Door."
fame, with Virna Lisi and a
brilliant cast.
"You're a Big Boy Now,"
You Are Invited
written and directed by Francis
To Attend
Ford Coppola when he was only
27 and still working at UCLA,
with a cast headed by Peter
Kastner, Elizabeth Hartman,
Geraldine Page, Rip Torn, Julie
Harris and Michael Dunn.
"A TODAY CHURCH"
"Sweet November,'' starring
545 Grange Hall
Sandy Dennis and Anthony
Servlcea at 11:00 A.M. 
Newley under Robert Ellis Mil
a:oo P. M. Sunday
ler's direction , with music by
Michel Legrand, the "Umbrellas
of Cherbourg" composer.
$15.00 DOWN
"Who's Afraid of Virginia
Woolf?, " starring Elizabeth
AUTO
Taylor, ichard Burton , Sandy
INSURANCE
Dennis and George Segal under
Call
Mike Nichols' direction in the
ground-breaking Edward Albee
drama , winner of five Academy
Awards.
"Bye Bye Braverman ," Sidney
223-~286
Lumet's unique serio-comic film
666 S. Main St.
Dirk Bogarde in his characterization as Bibikov.
of New York's intellectuals, with
"Drive- In Service"
a cast that includes George Segal,

Shakespeare Thrives
.In the "Fixer" .
There orice was a time when
Shakespeare was reserved . solely
for. the "serious" actor and mo
tion pictures were for actors with
more frivolous ambitions. Only
rarely did the proponents of the
Bard condescend to Hollywood.
Today, the situation has
changed. Actors today move with
little effort between Shakespeare
festivaJs and film studios.
Most recently Elizabeth Tay
lor, a child of the cinema if there
ever was one , played Helen of
Troy to Richard Burton's Dr.
Faustus on the stage at Oxford.
Later she starred in Zeffirelli's
film version of "The Taming of
the Shrew."
In Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's
"The Fixer", directed by John
Frankenheimer , not one or two,
but a quartet of leading Shakes
pearian actors have been cast in
starring, non-Shakespearian, roles.
British actors Alan Bates, Ian
·Holm, David Warner and
Canadian actor William Hutt,
have played between them the
meatiest roles ever written by the
Man from Stratford-0n-Avon.
Prior to coming to Budapest
to begin his role as 'Yakov Bok'
in "The Fixer", Alan Bates had
just completed a highly success
ful season at Stratford, Ontario,
in Canada. His performance in
"Richard III" was considered by
many critics to be one of the
most memorable interpretations.
Walter Kerr of the New York
Times wrote of Bates' perform
ance, " ....clear and cool, self
contemptuous, observing."
Ian Holm, who makes his mo
tion picture debut in "The Fix
er," made his first appearance
with the celebrated royal Shakes
peare Company in a walk-0n part
in 1954. After some small roles
in 1955, he left for two years,
but returned in 1958. He has
been there ever since and it
makes him, at the age of 35, the
veteran of the company. Holm
created the role of "Lenny" in
Harold Pinter's acclaimed, "The
Homecoming."
David Warner, best known to
American film audiences for his
performance in "Morgan,'; says
that if he hadn't gone on the
stage he probably would have
become a juvenile delinquent.
Fortunately for the theatre and
films , he followed his natural
to .acting.
instincts .and turned
.

Moviemakers Offer
16MM Films

UNIVERSITY
BAPTIST 'CHAPEL

"llnce 1122"

CONEY ISLANDS
CHILI SPAGHETil
3 Way, 4 Way, I Way
Dine In or Carry Out
22~1
1005 8ROWN 8T.

(near Wyoming)

BECK
INSURANCE
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• News Briefs•.

STUDENT TEACHERS
APPLICA'.flONS FOR FALL
1969 STUDENT TEACHING will
be available in the office . of
Laboratory Experiences in Edu
cation,. 428E Millett, from Mon
day, March 24 through Friday,
April 4. The deadline for return
ing all completed applications is

April 9.
Student teaching in the fall
begins on September 2, and con
tinues until the end of the quar
ter. Three additional quarter
hours of credit are granted for
the extended period of student
teaching, making a total of 15
quarter hours. Beginning in Sep
tember gives a student a chance
to take part in the opening of
school - a very practical experi
ence. He also has the advantage
of participating in all orientation
activities planned for teachers
new to a school district.
Prerequisites for student
teaching (Educ. 419 or Educ.
429) are listed on page 146 of
the Wright State University Offi
cial Bulletin. Students are urged
to check the Bulletin prior to
making application.

DR. UPHOFF ELECTED
TO NATIONAL OFFICE
At the recent annual Chicago
conference of The National Soci
ety of College Teachers of Ed
ucation, a Wright State Universi
ty professor, Dr. James Uphoff,
was elected to the office of
chairman of the Social Studies
Department. The post is for two
years and ·involves planning the
annual meeting's program and
presiding at that gathering.
Prof. Uphoff is also currently
serving, as President-elect of the
Dayton Area Council for the
Social Studies. Members of the
DACSS are social studies teachers
and supervisors in area elementa
ry and secondary schools, college
students preparing to teach social
studies, and university personnel.
In early May the DACSS will
sponsor an open meeting devoted
to the duscussion and demonstra
tion of the latest teaching materi
als in the area of Black History.
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ATTENTION
~
BUSINESS MAJORS
·:·:·
BUY YOUR WSl:J YEARBOOK, call
•!•:
ext. 216.
~:~:
The Wright State chapter of t
::::
the Society for the Advancement :;::
f M
t
ld lik t :;::FOR SALE 1 chrome plated pearl TWO 775x14 WHITE WALL Tl RES ;:::
0
0
; : ;:handled .22 cal. (shorts) pistol, excel· mounted, used 2,000 miles, askin~~:;
anagemen WOU
e
extend an ·
:;::1ent condition, call 932-1931 or ext. $30.00, and 12 VOLT Battery for a;:;:
The Wright State chapter of :;:;s38 at wsu, $20.00.
..
Buick, $10.00. Phone 426-6650 ext.;:; :
::::
·
569 or 878-3117 .
.;:::
the Socety f or the Advancement : :::FoR SALE DECCA RECORD PLAY·
::::
of Management would like to i hR, 5 years old, $50,00, call FOR SALE HE!_athe Combo amp. , 240 ;:;::
extend an invitation to all busi- ;:f::~34-8252.
watts, accessories, phone 849-1555 .
;:;::

i

ness students to come to future ~~~~: FOR
meetings and other activities. For :~:~BMW
those business maJ·OrS who have : :::lights

2 ~~~~:

SALE, MOTORCYCLE, 1966 FOR SALE : Poodle puppies, AKC ,
R 60 low mileage,_ direct_i~nal males and 1 female, see Mike Smilack :~:~:
and dual seat, A -1 cond1t1on , or call 277 -6947.
:::~
· :·:$950.00, phone 426-3180.
:•:•

an active interest in management , ::;:
:~:
S.A.M. offen meetings toun of ~~~X~~~~~X~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
local industrial firms , and appearances by guest speakers ; other
benefits of S.A.M. are leadership
opportunity , professional management publications, interaction
with fellow business students and
p ro gr am a s sis tan ce . An
nouncements of activities are
posted on S.A.M. posters located
around campus. Further informa
tion will be provided by Dr.
Lanford's office on the fourth
floor of Millett Hall.

HIPPIE COPS

PLAN YOUR OWN

BERKELEY, CALIF. (CPS) A left-liberal group has proposed
that members of this city's size
able hippie community become
HONORS PROGRAMS
policemen - real, live policemen
ESTABLISHED
AT WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY with badges , uniforms, guns and
clubs.
The Better Berkeley Council
The Wright State University
(BBC) has put out a flyer with a
Honors Committee has an
shaggy-haired, bearded police
nounced the approval of the first
man, saying, "Wanted - Hip
two departmental honors pro
Cops" and urging hippies to
grams. The two programs are in
apply for 29 vacant positions in
the departments of Chemistry
the Berkeley police department.
and Religion.
"If hip peop·e do not apply
The programs will emphasize a
and go on to fill those vacan 
student-centered learning ap
cies," says the flyer, "we will get
proach as opposed to the tradi
more of the same old stuff and
tional teacher-centered learning
have the same old hassles ." It
situation. Close interaction of
said people who apply should be
student and professor will be
"sane .. .love children and other
stressed. Here, an honors student
growing things . ..dislike the use
will work on a research project
of force when gentleness will
under the aegis of a professor
work . .. defend justice for
whom the student has chosen.
all. ..believe people should be
Promising majors in Chemistry
free to live their own lives if
and Religion may apply to their·
they do not harm others...and
respective departments for partic
value people for themselves, not
ipation in this program. Criteria
for their money or their dress."
for participation have been estab
lished by each department.
BBC chairman Al Silbowitz
says the goal is "to get people
It is hoped that the honors
into the department who are
program at .Wright State Universi
willing to teach their fellow offi*
ty will serve as a source of
cers love and restraint by ex
further intellectual and creative
ample."
achievement for students who·
There may be some problems
show academic promise:
for erstwhile hip cops, however.
Lt. J. B. Crooke, the depart 
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY
ment's assistant personnel officer,
CHORUS TO TAKE
CONCERT TOUR
says there is a regulation that all
officers must be clean shaven and
The Wright State University
must wear hats "and th~ hats
Chorus, under the direction of must sit on their heads."
Professor Paul C. Magill, will perApplicants must . also pass a
. form several concerts on a Spring written test and appear before
Concert Tour during the week of police board which will look at
March 17th. The tour will move their "attitudes and such," says
northward to Cleveland, circle to Crooke. It may be there that
the west and return to Dayton. would-be hip cops would falter.
The touring chorus, made up
DID YOU HEAR?
of forty -two selected singers and
their accompanist, was chosen by
CHICAGO (CPS) - ...that
their director especially for this
the
Chicago Tribune has just
event.
The University Chorus is one completed an historic week of
of the major musical ensembles publishing without a single col
on the campus of Wright State lege protest story in their pages?
The Tribune announced a
University and has in its member
ship students from all divisions little over a week ago that they
of the university. Its most recent thought campus protests were
appearance was the performance getting entirely too much atten
of the Haydn "Imperial" Mass tion from the press, and that
accompanied by the University therefore , to put these things in
Orchestra on Sunday, March 9, proper perspective, they were not
going to mention campus pro
1969.
tests for one week!

a

CURRICULUM
By DR . GORDON SKINNER

There is an unusual opportuni
ty right now for students to
participate in curriculum plan
ning at Wright State . In all four
academic divisions, committees
are discussing the effectiveness of
the Common Curriculum, and to
what extent improvements can
be made. The four committee
chairmen will welcome your sug
gest£ons as to what a university
education should be like.
The Common Curriculum is
the medium now used by Wright
State to help bring about growth
in personal and social areas. More
broadly, this type of program is
often called general education, to
distinguish it from the more spe
cialized studies that students un
dertake in their major fields.
Some of the questions now being
asked are these :
Should students have a free
choice of general education sub
jects, or should some required
program be set out to be sure
that everyone knows at least a
little about several important
subjects?
Are there some topics of a
general education nature that
should be added to the present
university offerings?
Is there a minimum amount
of time that all students should
devote to general education? If
so , how much?
If you have ideas to put for
ward, give them to one of the
committee chairmen listed below.
You may want to discuss your
thoughts with him, but if possi
ble put your ideas on paper also,
along with the reasons for them.
The committee chairmen are:
Dr . Charles Blake, Business
Dr. Roger Iddings, Education
Dr. Kenneth Dailey , Liberal
Arts
Dr. Charles Wales, Science and
Engineering

~~

DO IT

NOW

Student Participation
•
_
Committee Formed

The Division of Science and
Engineering has formed a com
mittee on Student Participation .
Its purpose is to ipvestigate the
ways, means and extent students
should participate in governing
the Division. Its membership con
sists of three students and two
faculty. The students are Robert
Gleason, Van Markle and John
Taylor. The Faculty members are
Dr. Kay Deaux and Dr. Batting.
Robert Gleason was selected
chairman and Kay Deaux was
elected secretary.
Thea Committee is holding
open hearings on March 27, and
28th at 12:45 in room 132 Ole
man Hall. The Committee urges
all students in the Division of
Science and Engineering to come
and express their ideas .
The Committee is also open
ts written suggestions. They can

oe sent to any member of the
Committee. The Committee
members can also be contacted
individually if anyone desires to
give suggestions. Anyone desiring
to know more about the Com
mittee is invited to contact Bob
Gleason in room 225 Oleman
Hall.

FREE! FREE! FREE!!
As a · special service to
WSU students the GUARD-.
IAN will run Classified Ads
d u r i n g Spring ~uarter
FREE!! This is for WSU
students only. All ads may
be turned in to Mickie
Cook in the "Guardian"
office or phoned in at
'.

~

ON CAMPUS JOBS
For Sp~ing Quarte·r

Paying Positions
Open On

THE GUARDIAN
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
TYPING NECESSARY

$1.30/hour
ENG. II PASSED

CONTACT .. :
SHIRLEY RICKEY

Ext. 391

STUDENT AID . . . . . . . . . . . . Ext. 491
CHARLES CORNETT . . .. .. . Ext. 538·

VILLAGE INN PIZZA PARLOR

D'RINK-IN
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY NIGHT

$1.00 & Student l.D. Buys
A PITCHER OF BEER!
AllO

WEDNESDAY NITE - "THE FREEWHEELERS"
Live Country,

Folk~

and Pop Mualc

THURSDAY NITE- 11 ·sons of Mi tches"·
V.1.P.P.
2335 8. Smithville Rd.
Kettering, Ohio
254-6275'
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Hetllingway?..-----------------------------------
REVIEW OF THE OLD MAN
AND THE DESERT
By BOB B ROOKSHIRE
GUARDIAN STAFF WRITER

Every student in the United
States will come upon The Old
Man and the Sea as required
reading in probably twenty to
thirty courses in his academic
career. Bill Wissman, Frank
Corey and John Roberts · got so
completely fed up with this
masterpiece of American litera
ture that they decided to do
something about it. After check
ing on the feasibility of burning
all the existing copies and finding
it a little too difficult, these
ambitious young men decided to
parody the book in hopes of
ruining its reputation and gaining
fame and fortune in the process.
The Old Man and the Desert
is a significant literary achieve
ment, maybe. Shel Silverstein
laughed so hard when he read it,
he nearly fell off of his bar stool,
according to Bill. So far, how
ever, the fame and fortune these
aspiring Nobel laureates are after
is slow in coming. They urge
everyone who has been subjected
to Hemingway to retaliate by
purchasing their book. It is avail
able at Wilke's News, U.D., and
the CODE table in Allyn Hall.

on Tuesday, March 25, at 12:45 PM the new University Center will be dedicated and officially opened. With the opening of
new dining facilities in the Center some slight changes in hours and use of dining facilities are necessary. A complete schedule
follows, which also indicates special hours during finals and the break between quarters.

Basically, the cafeteria in the University Center will offer a wider selection and faster service than was possible in Allyn Hall.
The existing cafeteria in Allyn Hall will serve only cold sandwiches and snacks, plus a complete assortment of beverages. Card
playing will be limited to this area, rather than in the University Center.
The canteen in Millett Hall will be closed permanently as of 10:00 PM, March 17th.
University
Center
Open

I.

Saturday
Monday - Friday
Saturday

3/15
3/17-3/21
3/22

II.

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

3/24
3/25
3/26
3/27
3/28
3/29

Monday - Thursday
Friday
Saturday

3/31 - 4/3
4/4
4/5

III.

Allyn Hall
Cafeteria

Univ. Center
Cafeteria

Close

Open

Open Close
8:00AM 3:30PM
8:00AM 5:00PM
8:30AM 12.30PM

Close ,

*
12:45PM IO:OOPM
7:30AM IO:OOPM
7:30AM IO:OOPM
5:00PM
7:30AM
8:30AM 12:30PM

12:45PM 8:30PM
7:30AM 8:30PM
7:30AM 8:30PM
7:30AM 5:00PM
8:30AM 12:30PM

IO:OOPM
5:00PM
12:30PM

7:30AM 8:30PM
7:30AM 5:00PM
8:30AM 12:30PM

7:30AM
7:30AM
8:30AM

8: 00AM
7:30AM
8: 00AM
8:00AM
8:00AM

8:30PM
8:30PM
8:30PM
8:30PM·
5:00PM

8:00AM
8:00AM

8:30PM
5:00PM

ALL FACILITIES CLOSED SUNDAYS
THE SCHEDULE SHOWN IN CATEGORY III WILL BE THE REGULAR HOURS UNTIL DEMAND INDICATES A NEED
FOR CHANGE.

* On Monday, March 24th, limited food service will be available in Allyn Hall for the faculty and staff working on
registration. The space available will not be sufficient to handle the registering students, and since the canteen will be closed, it
is suggested that these registrants make other arrangements for meals on this day.

War toys are not the only
things that do not foster creative
play for children, according to
the pamphlet.
Jean-Luc Godard and explain,
Consumer-making toys such as
By GUY MENDES
The KENTUCKY KERNEL
the Barbie dolls do little other
"Kids , this is only a movie."
than promote the idea that you
Until the model car boom of
are "worth what things you own .
A well-aimed mud clod heaved the late 'fifties, the main genre
from across the backyard easily of kits offered by hobby sh ops
not what you are ; they shift the
had the capabilities of wiping out was military. Boats, planes,
emphasis from what you can
a third of your troops , but what tanks, troop carriers , heavy artil
accomplish to what you can ac·
MEMBER FEDERAL
MEMBER
lery and · the like.
the hell?
cumulate."
DEPOSIT INSURANCE
FEDERA~ RESERVE
Toys other than just the para
At the most, the slain warriors
As for sports - "Intense com
CORPORATION
SYSTEM
will spend a couple of hours in a military types could also be
petition nurtures the destructive
pile off to the side somewhere in classified as war toys. Cowboy
principle of side versus side.
sick bay . Then they were back, (and Indian) guns do not exactly
Learning to cooperate is a more
Phone 878-8681
deployed behind the azaleas, represent the harmonic natures
critical need in our war-stricken
quite ready to have another go at of man.
world, and hence, sports are crea
Super-thin rationalizations be
the kid next door's mercenaries.
tive only up to the pomt where
of
children
that
percept10n
first toy, The No War Toys Book
Needless to say, plastic ing what they are today, Matty
score becomes as important as
for Young Writers and Illustra view of the world as it is seen
Mattel might even argue that a
soldiers never die.
the playing."
for
the
first
time.
tors, was released last fall.
And that is exactly what child's imagination is stimulated
Most of the war toys of my
Under each drawing is ample
makes war toys frightening; their when he must use a Winchester
The book is divided in two,
space . for the child to fill in his childhood were relatively simple;
ability to destroy the credibility single-shot during a guerrilla-style one half being titled "Illustrated own story line, about flowers, you pulled the trigger and a cap
of death is not one which should maneuver on an overgrown lot. by several children and written lobsters, houses, monsters , would release its tiny crack. We
be passed over lightly. This credi
No War Toys, Inc., a Cali
by ..." After filling in his name, Indians or anything he sees in have advanced since then. One
rifle can make at least nine dif
bility destruction is not hard to fornia-based organization, is seek- the child finds 17 full-color the drawings.
grasp when you realize that very ing better ways of stimulating a drawings, all done by children.
The child adds the images ferent noises, another one - a
few of those buddies you child's imagination, without de
Well reproduced , the drawings conjured up the provided story space model - is for killing
peppered
down
in up.
combat
fail ed to get
back
Very ever
few stroying the reality of death. Its beautifully express that naive lines, and it all comes from in people we haven't even dis
covered yet.
side his little head.
But for all of our advance
indeed, and in reality, death is
No War Toys cites its long
just not that kind.
range purpose as being "to help ment, we have yet to make guns
What with the toxic influence
build a generation dedicated to creative. And we never will. They
of such playthings_ as Bulldog
creative pursuits; to help estab will remain part of the subtle lie
tanks and Shoot 'Em Shells, it
perpetrated by all war toys and
lish an enduring peace."
might prove difficult for those
Says a pamphlet that accom play killing.
post -war baby-boomers now
The No War Toys Book for
panies the first toy, "Though it
heading to Vietnam to concept
is well accepted that adult atti Young Writers . and Illustrators is
ualize their enemy as being any
t ud es and personalities are the beginning of what hopes to
thing but life-sized , hand-painted ,
formed mainly in childhood , no be a continuing attemp t to ex
Record lectures ond class moterioJ on the Dynophonics cassette recorder for
rough-around-the-edges, uniposi
playback ot your convenience ond review. Worldwide standa rd cassettes, in
company has connected toys to pose that lie, to make children
expensive, snap-in loading.
tioned , lifeless forms that are
the latter reality and purposely realize "killing is permanent; you
full feature model with tone control, remote operation control, omni-directional
nolded somewhere north of the
microphone earphone, telephone pickup, radio ond hi-fi potchcord, keyboard
set about to improve the society can't get up and go home after
controls, VU meter, large speaker. Provision tor optional AC converter, auto
DMZ.
wards."
through its toys."
converter, footpedal, external speaker, etc.
Post-war babies grew up not
only with an excess of war toys ,
Special Student Price
but also with the abundant
Retails for $60
•
O Send me the recorder. I enclose check or money order for $39.95 plus $1 .60
psychological accompaniinent of
Ohio sales tox, total $41 .SS. You will poy postage.
OVER 2,000 PAPERBACK TITLES
war movies and models which
O Send C.O.D. I will pay postman for recorder plus tax, postage and C.O.D.
LARGE SELECTION MAGAZINES
helped foster the lie that death is
charges.
Foreign Language Dlctlonarl•
not permanent.
Required Cla•lce for School
MAME ..... . . . .. . .. . ...... . ....... . . . . . · .... . • . .... . ...... · ... ·····
Cliff Notes
Audie Murphy might have
Open 'tll 1o, 7 Daye a Week
ADDRESS ··· · · ····· · ···· · ·· · ·· ................. . ... . .. ..... . .. . . . . .
dived into a Jap pillbox with a
live grenade one week , but two
·· ····· · · ·· ········ ·· . . ..... . ..... . .. . . . . ... . . ........... .
weeks later he was back at the
SEND TO:
124 N. Broad
Fairborn
neighborhood theaters for more
"Fairborn'• Read ing Headquartere''
of the same . And not once dur
Dayton , Oh i o 45429
2975 Far H i lls
ing his films did he- pause a la

War Toys Shot Down

First National Bank
FAIRBORN, OHIO

_.iiiill________..._____________
AR.E YOU

MIS.SING· HALF
THE LECTURE?

$ 39 9 5

DYNAPHONIC, Inc.

BO·OK'S

NEWS-READERS

